2nd Grade Distance Learning
Week 7: May 11th- 15th
Monday:
ELA: Unit 6 Lesson 29, Two of Everything
1. In student text read Vocabulary in Context, page 482-483.
2. Read Preview Topic on page 485.
3. Read the story on pages 486-503 (alone or with someone)
Optional Extension- Write the vocabulary words down in a notebook or on a sheet of paper and look
up the definitions in the glossary online or in a dictionary.
Math: Chapt.11 Check my Progress numbers #1-9, page 663-664 (#10 -11 are enrichment)
(Note: Students can find other similarly sized objects to measure within their home if they do not
have the items suggested on the worksheet pages.)
Optional Enrichment- Hands on Activity (no answer key/ answers will vary)
Think & DIscuss: How can you measure curved objects with only a non-bendable ruler?
Hint: How could a piece of yarn help?
Activity:
1. The distance around an object is called the circumference. Use a ruler and yarn to find the
circumference around your head.
2. Find the same information from two other people in the family.
3. Display your information in a bar graph.
Tuesday:
ELA: Unit 6 Lesson 29, Two of Everything
1. Review Vocabulary in Context Cards, page 482-483.
2. Reread Story pages 486-503.
3. Do Dig Deeper/ Point of View page 504-505 Have students think about Mr. and Mrs. Haktak's
point of view when Mrs. Haktak's hairpin fell into the pot. Write a few sentences explaining each
character's point of view of this event.
Optional/ Extension- Write each vocabulary word in a sentence.
Math: Chapter 11 Lesson 4
1. Read and Complete pages 665-666 (with guidance). Compare Customary Lengths Note: For
printable/ online rulers see link below.
http://www.mathematicalpractices.com/mp1e/wpcontent/uploads/printable_manipulatives/math_tool_paper_p68.pdf
2. Then do practice pages 669-670 (as independently as possible). Students can find other objects
to measure within their home if they do not have the items suggested.

Optional Enrichment- Lesson 4 Enrich Worksheet pg. 85 (no answer key/ answers will vary)

Wednesday:
ELA: Unit 6 Lesson 29, Two of Everything
1. Review Vocabulary in Context Cards, page 482-483.
2. Read the supplemental text on pages 508-510, Stone Soup.
3. Do Reader’s Notebook pages 202-206 (spelling and grammar practice).
Optional/ Extension- Illustrate each vocabulary word and find the page number in your story.
Math: Chapter 11 Lesson 5
1. Read and Complete page 671-672 (with guidance). Relate Inches, Feet and Yards
Note: Students can use a meter stick and measuring tape if available in their home. If not, students
can use 3 rulers taped together to represent a yard stick. 3 rulers = 3 feet.
2. Complete practice pages 675-676. Students can find other objects to measure within their
home if they do not have the items suggested in the workbook.
Optional Enrichment- Lesson 5 Enrich Worksheet pg. 86

Thursday:
Catch up day! Work on any work from above and/or read for 30 minutes.

Optional Assignment: Reader’s Notebook pages 209-210 Make a Cartoon

Optional Social and Emotional Activity:
Try this Second Step lesson on managing anger.
https://bit.ly/SSGrade2Lesson15
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